Evaluating the utility of facial identification information: Accuracy versus precision

Facial identification evidence obtained from eyewitnesses, such as person descriptions and facial composites, plays a fundamental role in criminal investigations and is regularly regarded as valuable evidence for apprehending and prosecuting perpetrators. However, the reliability of such facial identification information is often queried. Person descriptions are frequently reported in the research literature as being vague and generalisable, whilst facial composites often exhibit a poor likeness to an intended target face. This raises questions regarding the accuracy of eyewitness facial identification information and its ability to facilitate efficient searches for unknown perpetrators of crimes. More specifically, it questions whether individuals, blind to the appearance of a perpetrator of a crime (i.e. the public), can correctly identify the intended target face conveyed by facial identification information recalled from eyewitness memory, and which of the two traditional facial identification formats would be better relied upon by law enforcement to enable such searches. To investigate this, in the current study (N=167) we employed two metrics – identification accuracy and identification precision – to assess the utility of different formats of eyewitness facial identification information in enabling participants to correctly identify an unknown target face across three different formats: facial descriptions, facial composites and computer-generated description-based synthetic faces. A statistically significant main effect for the format of facial identification information on identification accuracy (p<0.001) was found, with a higher target identification accuracy yielded by facial descriptions in comparison to composites and description-based synthetic faces. However, the reverse relationship was established for identification precision, where composites and description-based synthetic faces enabled significantly greater precision in the narrowing down of a suspect pool than did facial descriptions, but did not necessarily result in the retention of the intended target face (p<0.001).

Significance:

• This study highlights the relative importance of person descriptions in being as effective as, if not better than, facial composites in allowing for accurate identifications when solely relying upon eyewitness facial identification information to facilitate the search for unknown perpetrators.

• We introduce the metric of identification precision to evaluate the utility of facial identification information obtained by eyewitnesses.

• The study provides a novel approach to directly model facial composites based on a person description using traditional fourth-generation composite systems, thus producing a computer-generated description-based synthetic face that resembles a target face observed by an eyewitness.

Introduction

Eyewitness identification evidence (e.g. person descriptions and facial composites) refers to any information provided by an eyewitness, from memory, regarding the physical appearance of the perpetrator. Such evidence frequently plays a pivotal role in the criminal justice system, often impacting the outcome of criminal cases, especially in the absence of physical incriminating evidence, such as DNA or fingerprints, or still and video imagery, such as CCTV footage, enabling identification of the offender. When there is a lack of incriminating evidence and suitable suspects, police officials regularly depend upon eyewitness accounts and descriptive evidence to facilitate wider searches amongst the public in order to apprehend unidentified perpetrators. The general sentiment towards eyewitness identification evidence held by society and law enforcement is that it is a reliable source of evidence to correctly establish the identity of a perpetrator. However, misidentifications and convictions of innocent people often occur when such convictions are primarily dependent upon this form of evidence. Furthermore, researchers have repeatedly raised concerns surrounding the risks of solely relying upon eyewitness identification evidence to aid in the search and accurate identification of offenders, as it has been determined to be easily susceptible to suggestibility, bias and error. Moreover, facial identification information recalled by witnesses may be particularly unreliable because of a frequently reported lack of specificity of facial descriptors and a poor similarity of facial composites to intended target faces. Nonetheless, evidence obtained from eyewitnesses is essential to criminal investigations, specifically in the absence of other incriminating evidence and in time-sensitive cases, where retrieving camera imagery may take too long.

Law enforcement officers routinely collect eyewitness person descriptions of offenders, and indeed are expected to do so by South African law (see R v Shekelele). Typically the first evidence gathered during a criminal investigation, person descriptions are verbal or written recollections of a perpetrator’s appearance given by eyewitnesses. Various interview procedures, which attempt to achieve maximum reliability and comprehensive recall of details, are employed by police officers to elicit person descriptions from eyewitness memory. These include the use of person-feature checklists, the Cognitive Interview and its variations such as the Holistic-Cognitive Interview for facial-composite construction, the Person Description Interview, Self-Administered Interview and free-recall descriptions. Despite recalled descriptors achieving accuracy rates of over 80%, person descriptions are still
frequently perceived as vague and incomplete in terms of portraying an offender’s appearance. This is because witnesses tend to provide information regarding basic physical attributes (e.g., gender, age, height, build, and clothing) instead of more distinct and identifiable attributes that are vital for person identification, such as inner-facial features (e.g., eye shape and colour, and relative size and shape of the nose, lips, and mouth). Moreover, eyewitness reporting of inner-facial features is typically less than 40% accurate. Hence, facial composites are predominately relied upon by law enforcement to locate unidentified offenders.

Facial composites are attempted visual depictions of a perpetrator’s face, constructed by an eyewitness’s recall with the aid of a software operator or sketch artist who guides the process. Composites facilitate the search for suspects by providing an image of the perpetrator that it is hoped members of the public familiar with the perpetrator will recognise, so they can then report the individual in question. Originally, composites were drawn by artists working alongside eyewitnesses to create a sketch of the offender. This later evolved to the use of ‘featural’ systems (mechanical systems and computerised ‘feature’ systems), allowing police with less artistic expertise to facilitate the construction process for facial composites. These systems enable witnesses to build a likeness of the perpetrator’s face using a selection of set facial features. However, the composites produced by such ‘featural’ systems tended to bear a poor similarity to the suspect, and so led to the introduction of ‘holistic fourth-generation composite systems, such as EvoFit, EFT-V and ID4, which utilise holistic-configural facial processing. Currently, the most widely used facial composite systems, fourth-generation composite systems, outperform previous sketch and ‘featural’ systems in enabling accurate identifications. Nonetheless, facial composites still attain low correct identification naming rates, with laboratory studies documenting naming rates of less than 50% under forensically valid conditions. Similarly, police utilising a fourth-generation composite system reported an identification naming rate of approximately 60% calculated on suspect arrests. The reliance on both person descriptions and face composites to search for unidentified offenders raises the question of which of these methods law enforcement should be emphasising for better identification accuracy.

In the current study we sought to determine the effective utility of facial identification information obtained from eyewitnesses by assessing its effectiveness in facilitating efficient and accurate searches for unknown perpetrators of crimes. More specifically we considered whether individuals, blind to the appearance of a perpetrator of a crime (i.e., the public), could correctly identify the intended target face conveyed by the facial identification information recalled from eyewitness memory. This was attempted by evaluating the performance of three different formats of eyewitness facial identification information in enabling participants blinded to the appearance of simulated offenders to identify accurately and unambiguously the said persons. To do this, two performance metrics, identification accuracy and identification precision, were employed to measure differences in the effectiveness of different formats of eyewitness facial identification information to enable a correct identification. The three different formats of eyewitness facial identification information were (1) eyewitness facial descriptions, (2) traditional facial composites and (3) novel computer-generated description-based synthetic faces produced by fourth-generation facial composite software.

Given that facial descriptions have been shown to facilitate better recognition accuracy than facial composites, computer-generated description-based synthetic faces were used in the present study as a visual form of eyewitness facial descriptions. This produced a target face observed by an eyewitness whilst minimising human involvement in facial composite development, in an attempt to control and limit human-induced inaccuracies and potential eyewitness memory issues during composite construction, such as further memory decay, operator bias and pattern-specific interference. Description-based synthetic faces were also generated with the aid of fourth-generation facial composite software to standardise the creation medium for the visual facial identification information across the two different visual formats. Furthermore, by incorporating these computer-generated description-based synthetic faces, it becomes possible to explore whether facial descriptions do capture important information that facial composites typically overlook.

The current study hypothesises that (1) facial descriptions will exhibit significantly higher target identification accuracy than both facial composites and computer-generated description-based synthetic faces, and (2) traditional facial composites will have significantly poorer target identification accuracy than computer-generated description-based synthetic faces.

Method

Design and setting

This study was conducted in two stages: (1) facial identification information was obtained from mock witnesses for use as the primary experimental material, and (2) the utility of the respective facial identification information was evaluated in terms of identification accuracy and identification precision. To obtain facial identification information, participants acting as eyewitnesses were exposed to two simulated offenders and asked to (1) describe the face and (2) construct a traditional facial composite based on (a) memory or (b) in-view observation. These descriptions and composites were then evaluated via an online experiment hosted on the survey platform Qualtrics. New participants, independent of stage one, were required to complete two identification tasks to assess the relative identification accuracy and identification precision of eyewitness facial identification descriptions and face composites.

Factors

A mixed repeated-measures design, consisting of 3 × 2 × 2 randomised experimental cells, was implemented. The three factors were: (1) ‘Format of Facial Identification Information’ (within-subjects factor; description versus computer-generated description-based synthetic face versus facial composite), (2) ‘Mode of Recall’ (between-subjects factor; from memory versus in-view) and (3) ‘Target’ (between-subjects factor; Target A versus Target B). For this study, two simulated offenders’ faces (target faces) were introduced to control for possible target bias (e.g., through differential facial distinctiveness).

Dependent variables

The utility of different formats of facial identification information was measured through two dependent variables: ‘Identification Accuracy’ and ‘Identification Precision’. ‘Identification Accuracy’ was operationalised as correct identification of an intended target face from an array. ‘Identification Precision’ measured how efficient identification information was in narrowing down a pool of potential suspects from a starting face-matrix set of 24 faces.

Participants

The initial sample consisted of 169 volunteers recruited electronically with opportunistic sampling. It was established that no participants knew or recognised either of the simulated offenders. Two participants were excluded as they had not resided in southern Africa for at least the past 5 years (all target faces were South African). This criterion was imposed due to the sensitivity of facial identification, which can be negatively impacted by own group bias. Thus, the final sample size was 167, with the majority (59.28%) being female participants. Mean age was 38.65 years (standard deviation (SD) = 15.55). Approximately 68% of the sample self-identified as white, 14% as coloured, 11% as Indian, 5% as black and 1% as Asian.

Materials

Face stimuli

The simulated offenders were two colourd South African men in their early 20s. The two identification tasks were constructed to assess identification accuracy and identification precision. To do so, separate 6 × 4 photographic face matrices were constructed for each simulated offender. These face matrices acted as the suspect pools, each
consisting of the target faces and 23 standardised filler faces that bore a resemblance to the simulated offenders. A modal facial description was produced for each simulated offender based on the most frequently mentioned facial attributes given by 17 individuals in delayed-matching, free-recall facial descriptions. These individuals did not participate in any other part of the study. Subsequently, 23 filler faces were selected from a database of coloured South African men’s faces for each simulated offender’s suspect pool, based on the modal facial descriptions. Facial photographs were presented in colour, with faces bearing neutral expressions. To ensure unbiased arrangements of photographs in the face matrices, placement of photographs was randomised.

**Facial identification information**

Facial identification information was gathered independently of the online evaluation tasks. The process used to gather the facial identification information is depicted in Figure 1. A total of 16 undergraduate psychology students were recruited, via convenience sampling, to act as mock witnesses and produce the required eyewitness facial identification information of the two simulated offenders. Individuals were recruited under the pretense of a ‘tarot-card reading’ study to mitigate potential priming and subject-expectancy effects.

To gather facial identification information from memory, the mock witnesses were randomly exposed to a live, in-person, 10-minute encoding to one of the two simulated offenders, who acted as a tarot-card reader. Exposure to the two simulated offenders during the encoding was counter-balanced between participants. Following an 8-minute distractor task, witnesses were required to give free-recall facial descriptions and complete a facial checklist, which was a modified version of the Aberdeen University Face Rating Schedule (FRS)\(^2\), for the two simulated offenders. This consisted of 41 ratings of facial attributes on a five-point Likert scale. Subsequently, facial descriptions of the simulated offender (tarot-card reader) were elicited from witness memory, followed by another elicited facial description of the other simulated offender whilst they sat in view. A 15-minute distractor task followed the elicitation of facial descriptions before witnesses constructed facial composites for both simulated offenders. First, witnesses produced the facial composite of the tarot-card reader from memory, and then they produced an in-view facial composite of the other simulated offender. This process produced a total of 32 free-recall facial descriptions (16 from memory and 16 in view) and 32 facial composites (16 from memory and 16 in view). Refer to Figure 2 for examples of the facial identification information collected.

**Composite software**

A fourth-generation composite system, ID\(^3\), was used to produce all visual facial identification information (i.e. facial composites and computer-generated description-based synthetic faces). ID is a contemporary eigenface composite construction software similar to Evofit\(^6\) and Efit-V\(^5\), which are currently utilised by police personnel\(^1\). The system promotes holistic-configural facial processing by presenting witnesses with an array of 12 synthetic faces and allowing for the repeated selection, morphing and blending of multiple faces together. This iterative process utilises underlying eigenfaces and evolutionary genetic algorithms, such as Population Incremental Learning and M-Choice, to yield new ‘generations’ of faces bearing a likeness to previous selected faces. Overall variation between generated faces in the arrays continuously lessens upon each iteration as formerly selected faces are combined to create new ‘generations’ until a synthetic face is produced that resembles the intended target face. Witnesses are also capable of altering individual facial features and featural spacing.

**Synthetic description-to-face generation**

As for the traditional facial composites, ID was also used as the primary system to generate the description-based synthetic faces. This enabled standardisation across visual facial identification information formats in the creation medium so that the utility of eyewitness facial identification evidence could be better assessed. Computer-generated description-based synthetic faces were produced by initially training a front-end multivariate regression model to model the underlying eigenface coefficients required by ID to construct facial composites. To create this model, an independent online survey was circulated to a total of 72 individuals that required them to rate ID-generated facial composites using the modified FRS (checklist rating schedule). Sixty composites were rated in total, by between five and seven raters. An average rating was computed for each composite on each of the 41 dimensions in the FRS, thus averaging out differences between raters on all dimensions. The composite faces were created using an appearance model that had 138 eigenfaces (basis dimensions) underlying it (see Tredoux et al\(^3\) for a description of how ID works). In other words, each of the 60 synthetic or composite faces had a known set of coefficients that created the composite face from the underlying eigenfaces. The perceptual ratings on the FRS were then entered into a multivariate regression model, in which each of the underlying eigenfaces in the ID system was modelled by ratings on the perceived (FRS) face dimensions. In other words, a predictive model was built that allowed us to generate coefficient values from ratings, and the coefficient values could in
turn be used to generate synthetic faces. FRS facial descriptions obtained for the two simulated offenders were then entered into the multivariate regression model and the relevant description-based synthetic faces were produced in ID, based on the model’s output. This created a total of 32 computer-generated description-based synthetic faces (16 from memory and 16 in view). Refer to Figure 2 for an example of a computer-generated description-based synthetic face.

Jointly presented with the 6 × 4 face matrix and the relevant facial identification information, participants were required first to complete a set-reduction task and then a ranking task for each format of facial identification information. The set-reduction task aimed to evaluate identification precision by asking participants to eliminate all faces from the face matrix that were not deemed to bear a resemblance to the provided facial identification information, resulting in a reduced subset of faces. The ranking task assessed identification accuracy by requiring participants to rank the 24 faces in the face matrix from least to most likely to resemble the given facial identification information.

Between the two identification tasks for each format of facial identification information, participants engaged in a short 3-minute distractor task, mitigating potential interference effects. See Figure 3 for an overview of the procedure.

**Data analyses**

All statistical analyses were completed in SPSS, with the alpha value set to 0.05 as per convention. Analyses commenced with descriptive summaries of each variable. Further examination of group differences for ‘Identification Accuracy’ and ‘Identification Precision’ across formats of facial identification information and mode of recall (from memory versus in view) were carried out via a series of mixed analyses of variance (ANOVA). Analysis of the data pertaining to ‘Identification Accuracy’ found strong negative skewing of the standardised residual distributions across most experimental cells. To correct for this, a ‘ln(25 − X)’ transformation was applied to the data. Further assessment of the transformed data also revealed significant outliers, which were subsequently omitted. Outliers were identified as transformed standardised residuals greater than 2.30 or less than −2.30. The Greenhouse–Geisser estimate (ε = 0.79) was used in the interpretation of the ANOVA results relating to ‘Identification Accuracy’ to correct degrees of freedom, as Mauchly’s test of sphericity was found to be violated (χ²(2)=46.05, p<0.001). Visual assessment of the standardised residual distributions for ‘Identification Precision’ also found the data to be strongly skewed and thus an appropriate two-step transformation was applied to correct for this. The Greenhouse–Geisser estimate (ε = 0.85) was also used in the interpretation of the ANOVA results for ‘Identification Precision’, as Mauchly’s test of sphericity indicated violation of the assumption of sphericity (χ²(2)=32.25, p<0.001).

**Coding of dependent variables**

‘Identification Accuracy’ was scored as a value between 1 and 24, determined by the positional rank a participant placed on the target face of the simulated offender during the ranking task. Higher scores are indicative of a greater accuracy than lower scores, with a score of 24 reflecting an accuracy of 100%. ‘Identification Precision’ was coded as the size of the remaining suspect pool after the set-reduction task took place.

### Procedure

To assess the utility of the three sources of facial identification information, a ranking task and a set-reduction task were conducted online to test identification accuracy and identification precision, respectively. Demographic information was gathered virtually from participants before they commenced the online tasks. This was done to measure the potential impact of own race bias42 on facial identification results. Participants were randomly assigned to one of four groups based upon ‘Target’ and ‘Mode of Recall’. Hence, for both tasks they were exposed to only one of the two target faces and facial identification information produced either in view or from memory. However, all participants were presented with at least one instance of each source of eyewitness facial identification information (facial description, facial composite and computer-generated description-based synthetic face). Order of exposure to the different formats of facial identification information was randomised to control for order effects. Additionally, facial identification information was arbitrarily allocated to participants for each respective format.
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**Figure 2:** Samples of gathered facial identification information: (a) computer-generated synthetic face produced using an in-view description; (b) in-view facial composite constructed in ID; and (c) in-view facial description.

**Figure 3:** Procedure for testing identification accuracy and identification precision of facial identification information. The order of presentation of the type of facial identification information was counterbalanced.
place to narrow down the face matrix. This variable was measured as a value ranging between 0 and 24, where smaller set sizes related to higher levels of identification precision than larger set sizes.

**Results**

**Identification accuracy**

Descriptive statistics of identification accuracy across the different experimental conditions are reported in Table 1. On average, facial descriptions were able to facilitate the highest identification accuracy (mean = 16.74 (SD = 6.87)). Facial composites (mean = 12.38 (SD = 6.77)) and computer-generated description-based synthetic faces (mean = 11.05 (SD = 5.99)) achieved lower identification accuracy scores. This resulted in facial descriptions performing on average, 18.17% and 23.71% better in accurately identifying a simulated offender than facial composites and computer-generated description-based synthetic faces, respectively. This claim in performance difference is further supported by the statistical analysis that follows.

**Table 1:** Descriptive statistics for identification accuracy (N=167)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Target A</th>
<th>Target B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>(n=37)</td>
<td>(n=39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In view</td>
<td>(n=39)</td>
<td>(n=51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In view</td>
<td>(n=40)</td>
<td>(n=40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facial description</td>
<td>16.89 (5.88)</td>
<td>16.41 (5.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facial composite</td>
<td>12.95 (5.65)</td>
<td>15.00 (6.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer-generated description-based synthetic face</td>
<td>12.97 (6.37)</td>
<td>12.38 (5.05)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Identification accuracy was scored from 1 to 24, where higher scores indicate better identification accuracy.

Values shown are mean (standard deviation).

A summary of the results from the 3 × 2 × 2 mixed-designs ANOVA are reported in Table 2. A significant main effect of the type of facial identification information format on identification accuracy was indicated: F(1.57, 231.40) = 56.79, p<0.001, $\eta^2_s = 0.28$. Post-hoc analysis, adopting a Bonferroni adjustment as a correction for multiple significance testing, found facial descriptions (mean = 1.95 (standard error (SE)=0.07), 95% confidence interval (CI) [1.81, 2.08]) allow for significantly greater identification of an intended target face than facial composites (mean = 2.50 (SE=0.05), 95% CI [2.42, 2.59]) or computer-generated description-based synthetic faces (mean = 2.66 (SE=0.03), 95% CI [2.60, 2.73]), which tended to result in poorer identification accuracy. However, no significant difference in identification accuracy was revealed between facial composites and computer-generated description-based synthetic faces.

Interpretation of interactions found a significant interaction between ‘Mode of Recall’ and ‘Format of Facial Identification Information’, with facial composites produced from memory yielding significantly poorer identification accuracy than facial composites generated in view of a simulated offender: F(1, 147) = 8.99, p = 0.003. Facial descriptions and computer-generated description-based synthetic faces performed similarly in relation to identification accuracy, regardless of ‘Mode of Recall’. See Figure 4 for an illustration of the results. ‘Format of Facial Identification Information’ and ‘Target’ showed a relatively small two-way interaction effect: F(1.57, 231.40) = 7.06, p = 0.003. Further analyses of this two-way interaction, via simple main effects and pairwise comparisons, revealed a significantly lower identification accuracy for all facial composites of Target B over all facial composites of Target A: mean = 0.30 (SE = 0.09), p = 0.001, 95% CI [0.12, 0.48]; F(1, 147) = 11.19, p = 0.001. A similar result with respect to poorer identification accuracy on Target B over Target A was also found for the computer-generated description-based synthetic faces: mean = 0.22 (SE = 0.06), p = 0.001, 95% CI [0.10, 0.35]; F(1, 147) = 12.61, p = 0.001. No significant difference was indicated between facial descriptions of the two different target faces: mean = 0.19 (SE=0.14), p = 0.17, 95% CI [0.08, 0.46]; F(1, 147) = 1.90, p = 0.170 (Figure 5).

**Identification precision**

Computer-generated description-based synthetic faces enabled the greatest narrowing down of the suspect pool by having the fewest remaining faces in the reduced face-matrix set (mean = 7.32 (SD = 6.07)), resulting in an overall better identification precision than the other formats of facial identification information. Facial composites were revealed to perform only slightly worse than computer-generated description-based synthetic faces (mean = 7.40 (SD = 6.19)). However, facial descriptions, on average, yielded the most retained faces within the face-matrix set (mean = 9.28 (SD = 7.47)), leading to the worst identification precision amongst the different formats of facial identification information. Full descriptive statistics are shown in Table 3.

**Table 2:** Summary of ANOVA tests of between-subject effects and within-subject effects for identification accuracy (N=151)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>Mean square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>$\eta^2_s$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between subjects</td>
<td>150.00</td>
<td>25,820</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.470</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode of Recall</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.350</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target × Mode of Recall</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>147.00</td>
<td>20.770</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within subjects</td>
<td>237.68</td>
<td>157,800</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facial Identification Information Format</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>41.980</td>
<td>26.67</td>
<td>56.79</td>
<td>&lt;0.001**</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facial Identification Information Format × Target</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>5.220</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>7.06</td>
<td>0.003*</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facial Identification Information Format × Mode of Recall</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.770</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facial Identification Information Format × Target × Mode of Recall</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>231.40</td>
<td>108,660</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>387.68</td>
<td>134,480</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<0.05; **p<0.001. All listed p-values are two-tailed; df, degrees of freedom; $\eta^2_s$, partial eta squared.
Table 3: Descriptive statistics for identification precision \((N=167)\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Memory ((n=37))</th>
<th>In view ((n=39))</th>
<th>Memory ((n=51))</th>
<th>In view ((n=40))</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facial description</td>
<td>9.22 (7.01)</td>
<td>9.79 (7.22)</td>
<td>7.71 (7.13)</td>
<td>10.05 (8.37)</td>
<td>9.28 (7.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facial composite</td>
<td>6.46 (6.19)</td>
<td>7.64 (6.54)</td>
<td>7.39 (6.00)</td>
<td>8.02 (6.22)</td>
<td>7.40 (6.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer-generated description-based synthetic face</td>
<td>7.43 (6.37)</td>
<td>6.23 (5.64)</td>
<td>7.57 (6.01)</td>
<td>7.98 (6.36)</td>
<td>7.32 (6.07)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Identification accuracy was scored from 1 to 24, where higher scores indicate better identification accuracy. Values shown are mean (standard deviation).

As no significant main effects or interactions were indicated in relation to 'Target', we collapsed across this factor. A 3 \times 2 mixed-designs ANOVA ('Facial Identification Information Format' \(\times\) 'Mode of Recall') was run on the identification precision outcome. These results are shown in Table 4. A significant main effect of the format of facial identification information in relation to identification precision was revealed: \(F(1.70, 427.18)=9.48, p<0.001, \eta^2_p=0.05\).

Table 4: Summary of ANOVA tests of between-subject effects and within-subject effects for identification precision \((N=167)\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>Mean square</th>
<th>(F)</th>
<th>(p)</th>
<th>(\eta^2_p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between subjects</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>12 742.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode of Recall</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>66.09</td>
<td>66.09</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>12 675.97</td>
<td>76.82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within subjects</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>7958.47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facial Identification Information Format</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>427.18</td>
<td>251.72</td>
<td>9.48</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facial Identification Information Format (\times) Mode of Recall</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>94.83</td>
<td>55.88</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>7436.46</td>
<td>26.56</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>20 700.53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(p<0.05\); \(**p<0.001\). All listed \(p\)-values are two-tailed; \(df\), degrees of freedom; \(\eta^2_p\), partial eta squared.
Further post-hoc analysis of this effect, adopting a Sidak adjustment as all assumptions were met, determined that facial descriptions (mean = 9.45 (SE=0.55), 95% CI [8.36, 10.53]) resulted in a significantly worse identification precision than both facial composites (mean = 7.54 (SE=0.47), 95% CI [6.81, 8.46]) and computer-generated description-based synthetic faces (mean = 7.44 (SE=0.48), 95% CI [6.53, 8.34]). Thus, producing a mean difference of 1.91 (SE = 0.57, p = 0.003, 95 CI [0.54, 3.28]) and 2.01 ((SE=0.58, p = 0.002, 95 CI [6.53, 8.34])) between facial descriptions and the other two formats of facial identification information, respectively. No significant difference was established between facial composites and computer-generated description-based synthetic faces in relation to the number of faces eliminated from the face-matrix set. Thus, on average, the use of facial descriptions resulted in the largest groups of suspects after reduction when compared with groups of suspects reduced using composite faces or computer-generated synthetic faces derived from descriptions.

**Discussion**

The purpose of the present research was to evaluate the utility of eyewitness facial identification information by examining whether individuals, blind to the appearance of a perpetrator of a crime, could accurately and precisely identify the target face conveyed by eyewitness facial identification evidence. This was achieved by independently gathering facial identification information from mock witnesses and then conducting an online experiment, consisting of a sorting task and a set-reduction task, to assess the eyewitness facial identification information in relation to identification accuracy and identification precision, respectively.

In line with previous studies and the current hypotheses, the results indicate that facial descriptions outperformed facial composites and computer-generated description-based synthetic faces for identification accuracy. However, facial composites and computer-generated description-based synthetic faces were found to achieve similar rates of identification accuracy, not supporting the original hypothesis that computer-generated description-based synthetic faces would outperform facial composites. In relation to identification precision, facial composites and computer-generated description-based synthetic faces enabled significantly higher levels of precision in narrowing down a suspect pool than facial descriptions did. This inverse relationship between identification accuracy and identification precision could be accredited to numerous factors.

Differing description modalities (i.e. visual versus written) could account for some of the observed identification differences. Facial composites and computer-generated description-based synthetic faces convey facial information visually to enable the search and identification of an unknown target face, which is also a visual stimulus. This allows a straightforward comparison between the ability of the two visual stimuli to facilitate an identification. Written facial descriptions, on the other hand, convey facial information non-Visually, making comparisons between this identification information and the other stimuli less direct. This may account for the higher levels of identification precision achieved for facial composites and computer-generated description-based synthetic faces. Human observers, blind to the true appearance of a target, might well accept a visual facial likeness as an absolute depiction of a target face instead of an approximate, vague impression. This may encourage the search for an exact match to the facial composite or computer-generated description-based synthetic face in a set of faces. Moreover, this may consequently produce more precise identifications, as individuals invoke stricter judgement and selection criteria of a chosen target face, resulting in more potential suspects being eliminated from a suspect pool, but not necessarily resulting in better identification accuracy. In comparison, facial descriptions convey non-visual facial information, which requires individuals to internally construct a mental image of the reported target face before searching for it. This could produce more subjective interpretations of a target, potentially leading to lower levels of congruency with a chosen target face as a less stringent judgement and selection criterion is invoked. Ultimately, this might produce less precise identifications as individuals eliminate fewer potential suspects from a suspect pool.

Despite finding that facial descriptions were associated with a poorer filtering ability, they did enable the most accurate identifications in comparison with facial composites and computer-generated description-based synthetic faces. This finding is in line with those of previous studies in which facial descriptions have been shown to outperform facial composites in enabling accurate identification of intended targets. Modality-specific interference and high cognitive loads induced by transferring an internalised, visual representation of an encoded target face into an externalised visual facial composite have been suggested as potential reasons for why facial composites yield poorer identification accuracy than facial descriptions. However, we propose some alternative reasons that may account for the differences seen in identification accuracy amongst the differing formats of facial identification information.

Facial descriptions enable less facial information to be conveyed in comparison to visual facial identification information formats, as not all facial features and aspects are necessarily described by an eyewitness. Visual forms of facial identification, such as face composite images, require the inclusion of all facial details to illustrate the face of a perpetrator, regardless of whether the eyewitness is confident regarding all aspects of the face. The necessary inclusion of more information in facial composites and computer-generated description-based synthetic faces creates a higher probability of incorporating erroneous details. This enables greater subjective identification precision (set reduction) in third parties, as a greater number of comparisons can be made against a potential target and the visual facial identification information. However, the increased probability of error-prone facial information increases the chances of poorer identification accuracy rates. Facial descriptions implicitly allow witnesses to omit facial features and details regarding the suspect’s face that are uncertain to them. This is likely to lower the probability of error within a facial description, allowing for better identification accuracy. Facial descriptions also allow eyewitnesses to place more emphasis upon facial attributes that they are more confident of, whilst less certain details can remain generalisable through vague or ambiguous word choice, or simple omission. Facial composites and computer-generated description-based synthetic faces, on the other hand, do not allow for emphasis on specific facial features. If better composite systems become available which address this difference, then facial composites could potentially outperform facial descriptions as they already outperform in terms of identification precision, which currently enables better narrowing down of a suspect pool than facial descriptions, although does not always lead to the correct identification of a perpetrator.

The significant difference between identification accuracy targets set for facial composites and for computer-generated description-based synthetic faces may reflect limitations in the ability of the composite software (ID) to adequately capture the visual likeness of the one simulated offender’s face. This speculation is justified by the lack of a significant difference being established between facial descriptions of the two simulated offenders, which removes the possibility of facial distinctiveness inflating identification accuracy for the one simulated offender for the facial composites and computer-generated description-based synthetic faces.

Facial composites constructed in view of the simulated offender enabled better identification accuracy than facial composites constructed from memory. This finding was in line with previous research that proposes constructing facial composites from memory enables memory decay and potentially other factors that can negatively impact accurate portrayal of a perpetrator as a result of misleading information leaking into the construction of the facial composite.

**Limitations and future research directions**

From this study, it is reasonable to assume that facial descriptions will always be lacking in identification precision because of the lower level of facial information conveyed in this format, as it will always be near impossible to verbally describe all aspects of a face. Visual facial identification information, on the other hand, appears to provide a higher level of identification precision because of the amount and depth of
facial information conveyed by a visual likeness of a face, even if much of this information is inaccurate. If facial composites and computer-generated description-based synthetic faces can improve the accuracy of features in the visual medium, they may consistently outperform facial descriptions in identification accuracy. This would lead to increased identification accuracy but at the cost of lowering the probability of erroneous facial information being introduced. These networks could be utilised to fill in features that the eyewitness is not certain of by constructing the feature based on what is statistically most likely. Furthermore, a composite software that blurs facial features based on the confidence of the eyewitness’s memory of a perpetrator’s face could reduce the probability of erroneous facial information being introduced. This could lead to increased identification accuracy but at the cost of identification precision. This approach may allow composite operators to scale identification precision against identification accuracy. We are currently conducting research on both aspects.

Conclusion
In this study, the utility of varying formats of eyewitness facial identification information were evaluated in relation to identification accuracy and identification precision. Verbal (or written) facial descriptions from eyewitnesses were found to facilitate the most accurate identification of a conveyed offender from a pool of suspects, by individuals blind to the appearance of the offender. On the other hand, visual formats of eyewitness facial identification information (i.e. facial composites and computer-generated description-based synthetic faces) enabled the most precise narrowing down of a suspect pool, but at the cost of lowering identification accuracy.
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